A new approach h e d on the theory of learning automatu is presented for training neural networh with recurrent connections and dynamical processing elements. This approach does not require gradi'ent computations and hence affords a simple implementation. Both linear and nonlinear reinforcement actions are suggested which result in specrfic training algorithms. Applications of the method to nu0 specific problems. viz.
INTRODUCTION
The capabilities offered by neural networks with recurrent connections and dynamical processing elements (neurans) for dynamically procasing temporal sequences are making these networks highly valuable in various signal processing and control applications. A major problem in a successful deployment of these networks in practice (for instance, for real-time control), however, is the complexity in training. Earlier procedures, suggested by Aheida [l] and Pineda [2] , have extended the backpropagation aponch that bas proved popular for static feedfaward networks [3] . The implementation of the required updating equations for achieving desired dynamical behavior can however be computationally very demanding and the importance of developing alternate training procedures which bypass the need for the computation of gradients is becoming increasingly appreciated. This paper discusses a different approach for designing training schemes for a class of dynamic recurrent neural networks based on the theory of stochastic automata. the training of neural networks has been studied by Barto et A stochastic automaton has updating functions characterized by probability distributions.
The automaton interfaces to a structure called the environment E, which maps the automaton outputs to the inputs, i.e. E: a -p. Hence the automaton actions are acted u p by the environment which returns a signal of its own back to the automaton. It will be seen that this feedback is what will be used by the automaton to gain experience duriig the training of a neural network
The learning automaton uses the state or output updating functions to change its output actions in response to the inputs received from the environment. "'he feedback gives the automaton an indication in the form of a binary signal as to whether or not the action it is currently taking is meeting some predetermined specification The common mvention is, p, = 1 -action is not considered satisfactory by the enviroment and PI = 0 -automaton action is considered satisfactory.
For learning execution, some rules must be defmd for specifying how the updating functions are modified. These reinforcement schemes have the general form P(a, (n+l)) = P(a, (n)) -b(P(a)) for j * i for a reinforcement signal Pi = o from the environment, and for pi = 1. Note that g(P(a)) and h(P(a)) are positive definite functions. A scheme where both sets of equations are used is termed a rewrd-penalcy reinforcement scheme since the automaton structure is updated for p i 0 and p=1. Another reinforcement scheme, rewrd-inaction does not employ the updating for p=1. In the case of a stochastic automaton and a reward-penalty reinforcement scheme, a reward action has its associated probability of selection increased, while a penalized action has its associated probability decreased.
For training the neural network described by (l), we will employ the learning configuration when an error criterion is appropriately specified in the form 
3.

TRAJECTORY LEARNING PERFORMANCE
The performance of the training scheme has been tested in the task of learning continuous trajectories. We shall give the results for a circle trajectory, which has become a benchmark trajectory for comparis0n of training efficiency. A circle trajectory is generated by a network with two mtpu t nodes generating the signals V,, (t) -A sinot and V , (t) = A cosot. In the present example, a circle of radius 0.5 is desired to be generated.
A network with two output nodes, four hidden nodes and no input nodes was used for this task. The weights wi, were initialized to 0.0, the gains & were set to 10.0 and the time constants T~ were set to numbers randomly distributed around 6.0.
Teacher facing was used up to learning increment 50 and was then disabled, where 100 learning targets were used for incremental learning. A linear reinforcement scheme defmd by g(P(a,)) = 0.02 P(ai) and h(P(a,)) -0.01 P(ai) was used with the gains determined from experimentatiou to give good results. A single parameter action (increment or decrement), defined as a d l incremental change to one network parameter that continues until it is no longer successfJ for a given trial, was employed,
The error criterion d i d earlier was used and it was required that the value of error be reduced to 0.06 before moving from one learning goal to the next. The result of this experiment with the network trained for 5 seconds and continued to run for the next 5 seconds is shown in Fig. 2a .
To test the performance of generalizing to a nonlinear reinforcement scheme (details of this omitted here due to page restrictions) coupled with permitting multiple parameter actions, a different experiment was conducted. It was noted, however, that multiple parameter actioos have the effect of increasing the required memory to map the inverse probability distribution function used to gain experience during training. To reduce the memory requirements, two options were exercised The fmt is to limit the actions to those that update 10 parameters or less at a time. The second is to store those actions that have the effect of reducing the value of error in a repertoire. These actions can then be selected from the repertoire during learning, and new actions can be added when the old ones have been exhausted If an action in the repertoire is not successful in reducing the error, it is removed This evidently keeps the memory requirements low. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig 2b, which indicates an improvement in performance achieved over the linear reinforcement-single parameter action case. The trajectory rise time is also significantly reduced in this case (to about 0.2 second).
In the two experiments described above, the learning took approximately 2500 attempted actim to reach the f m l learning goal. Comparing the performance depicted in Fig. 2b with the best available result for this problem-that reported by Toamarian and When [12] , it may be noted that this level of accuracy in generating the circle could only be achieved in [12] when the learning was started with the initial values of the neuron states adjusted such that the initial point is on the circle (case 3 in [ 121). In contrast, in our case the learning was started with the initial states set at arbitrary small r a " ValUeS.
APPLICATION TO CONTROLLER DESIGN
As a further illustration of the capability of the presently developed traiaing scheme, the stabilization of a "linear dynamical plant described bY will be discussed. The problem of interest is to design the contrd signal u(t) that drives the plant output x(t) to zero when started from a specified initial condition x(0).
"he complexity of designing a stabilization scheme for this noaliaear plant was underscored by Ichikawa and Sawa based on a genetic algorithm that stabilized the plant from x(0) = +I as well as from x(0) = -1. We will now demonstrate that a dynamic recufzent neural network trained by the present learning automaton approach can stabdize the plant from these initial conditiam and also offers some robustness with respect to variations in the initial condition values.
A neural network with seven hidden nodes and one output node was trained in the state feedback umtrol configuration depicted in Fig. 3 using a single parameter d o n automaton and a linear reinforcement scheme as defiaed in the last section. The task specifled for the network was to drive the plant output x(t) and its time derivative i(t) to zero in a specified time (about 30 secolads). Incremental learning was not used during training; it was only required that the learning automaton reduce the states at each attempted action. Since the desired control signal that stabilizes the plant is not known a priori (and is in general a nonlinear function of the state), teacher forcing was not used in this application.
The network was trained for two sets of initial umditions x(0) = I; S(0) = 0 and x(0) = -I; %O) = 0, and at the end of training the neural network controller was able to stabilize the plant for either set of initial umditim. "he trajectories of the plant uutput for the two cases are shown in Fig. 4a [13] ). More specifically, the guestion of interest issince the cantroller was aained for two sets of initial conditions, will it interpolate for some osher set of initial umditim such that plant stabilization is guaranteed even under a mismatch in the initial states? Fig. 4b shows the plant output trajecmies generated by the umtroller for the initial Condition 
5.
CONCLUSIONS
